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Adam Rateliff grew up in a family of fiber artists. His
grandmother could create anything with a needle and
embroidery floss; his mother is a very talented sewist,
especially with garments and costumes. He remembers, at a
young age, sitting and watching his mother create, and one
day asked her to teach him how to sew. He retained those
skills and built on them throughout his life and finds his joy
and happiness helping quilters realize their quilting goals.
Adam began quilting in 2012. As a beginner he was in awe of longarm quilters, imagining what it
would be like to have the freedom of finishing his quilting projects himself and the creativity it would
inspire. After much thought and some good friends for support, he purchased a HQ Infinity® with
Pro-Stitcher®, and has been quilting professionally ever since.
Adam enjoys teaching quilting classes at local shops, guilds, and in his home studio. His students are
those who are usually found laughing the loudest while working on brand new skills. Adam excels at
getting quilters outside of their comfort zone, teaching the best ways to use rulers, free motion, or
blending Pro-Stitcher designs with free motion work. His relaxed fun style in and out of class, inspire
others to have fun with their journey in quilting.
Adam is also a member of the Handi Quilter Inspiration Squad, and can be found making how-to
videos on his YouTube channel at AdamSewFun. He also inspires others through multiple social media
platforms, including Facebook and Instagram
A native of California, he spent four years in Eugene, Oregon and he recently spent two years in
Cleveland, Ohio. He and his family (including dogs Duchess and Barry) look forward to his upcoming
relocation back to California in the summer of 2021.
FIND ME AT:
www.adamsewfun.com/
www.facebook.com/AdamSewFun
www.instagram.com/jadm22

